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Delicious egg-free baked goods using aquafabaMove over tofu, there’s a miraculous new egg

replacement in town! With baking properties so amazing it can create fluffy quiche and light

meringue, aquafaba is the breakthrough ingredient that will revolutionize your vegan

baking.Baking Magic with Aquafaba offers up recipes for creamy sweet treats and rich savory

dishes, such as:• Key Lime Mousse• Chocolate Pirouette Cookies• Lemon Meringue Pie•

Birthday Cake Waffles• Pistachio Macarons• Sponge Cake• Rocky Road Ice Cream• Cranberry

Orange Scones• Pesto Flatbread• Baked “Mozzarella” Sticks• Hollandaise Sauce• Garlic

AioliThis cruelty-free ingredient is as versatile as it is tasty. It can be whipped into cakes, pie

fillings, delicious icings and used as a fat substitute for butters, aiolis and cheeses, without

sacrificing texture or flavor.

About the AuthorKelsey Kinser is a professionally trained chef and recipe developer working in

New York City.
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DipHummusCONVERSIONSABOUT THE AUTHORINTRODUCTIONAquafaba, also known as

bean water, is a magic liquid that has given vegan baking a serious lift. That’s because it acts

like egg whites in many ways. It can be used as an egg substitute in all of your favorite baked



good recipes. It makes cheese that melts and meringues that fluff up and stay that way. Did I

mention it also lightens frostings? Or works in place of an egg wash on breads? Yes, it does all

this and more!So, what is this magic liquid? Aquafaba comes from soaking certain legumes.

For the purposes of this book, this always means the liquid from a can of chickpeas or from

cooking your own chickpeas, unless other beans are specifically called for. Chickpeas tend to

give the most stable and neutral-flavored aquafaba, which makes it suitable for any recipe. The

reason for this is currently unknown, but people are continuing to experiment with the soaking

liquid of other beans.Aquafaba may work a lot like a raw egg white, but it has a very different

composition. Egg whites are primarily protein with water; aquafaba is primarily water, with

starch and some protein. This means that, sadly, aquafaba (AF) is not strong enough to

support a recipe like a classic angel food cake. Don’t be discouraged, however. The world is full

of amazingly talented vegan bakers who work tirelessly to come up with the next evolution in

the world of cruelty-free pastries. In fact, aquafaba has only been used in this manner since the

end of 2014, when French chef Joël Roessel discovered it. New food miracles are happening

all the time, and this book should have enough to keep you busy for a while.In this book, you

will learn how to use aquafaba to advance your baking with recipes for soft, spongy cakes, rich

and creamy ice creams, cheese substitutes that melt, and more. You’ll learn how to set yourself

up for AF success, how to troubleshoot failures, and how to branch out and create your own

flavor variations once you’ve mastered the basics. With the knowledge provided in this book

and some practice, you will be on a path to unlimited vegan baking possibilities.This book

starts out with recipes for making and storing your own aquafaba so that you can bake at a

moment’s notice, while also informing you how to use aquafaba from store-bought canned

chickpeas. After you’ve got your bean water ready, you will start with a plethora of breakfast

recipes, then move on to cakes and frostings, candies, mousses and pies, cookies, macarons,

ice creams, holiday specials, savory treats, and lastly, spreads and dips. (And, yes, macarons

are cookies, but they’re so special that I gave them their own chapter.)I like to work from base

recipes, meaning I will start with a basic formula for something like ice cream and then I will

alter that base recipe to make variations. This is part of my background working in professional

kitchens. You’ll see what I mean with recipes like the buttercreams, macarons, and ice creams.

Once you become comfortable with the base recipes, you can be creative with your

ingredients.You will find a recipe for homemade aquafaba butter in this book. You can

substitute this homemade item for any recipe calling for vegan butter. Alternatively, if you do not

want to make your own butter, any good store-bought brand can work. Also note that I do not

count cooking spray as an ingredient, and each recipe will tell you if you need to spray the pan

or not. Sometimes you want your pans sprayed to allow a quick release of your baked good,

and sometimes you deliberately want your confection to stick to the pan so that it rises while

baking or holds the correct shape. I like to use a neutral-flavored spray like coconut or canola

oil.Note: Remember the aquafaba is always thinner when it is hot! Use only cool or room-

temperature AF. Excess aquafaba can be frozen in ice cube trays for future use.Before You Get

StartedBaking and candy making can move very fast once things get started, which is why you

always want your mise en place. This is a fancy French way of saying to make sure you have

all of your ingredients measured out, and all of your equipment ready. This way you can

complete a recipe with no hiccups in the middle that could lead to disastrous results.In many

recipes for meringues or whipped AF that I find on the Internet, recipe writers will call for the

beaters to be set on high. I’m not a fan of this as the rapid whipping creates uneven bubbles in

the meringue mixture. Why are uneven bubbles an issue? Imagine your meringue is full of 40

percent small bubbles and 60 percent large bubbles. If your large bubbles pop, you’ll



experience a much greater deflation than if your meringue were made up of 80 percent small

bubbles. Five popped small bubbles is less noticeable than five popped large bubbles. This is

why I always start on medium speed.TroubleshootingAquafaba takes some getting used to,

and to be completely honest, sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t, but there are steps to

help ensure you’re starting on the best possible foot. The first thing to remember is not all

aquafabas are created equal. If you are using AF from a can, you will find some brands work

better than others, and it may just take time and experimentation to find what works for you. I

have found some of the smaller, organic brands like Brad’s Organic work very well. No matter

what, you want salt-free or reduced salt aquafaba.In this book, you will find two recipes to

make your own AF, one using a stove and another using a slow cooker. Always make sure,

whether you get it from a can or make it, that you strain your AF! Stray pieces of chickpea can

devastate the bubbles in a fluffy meringue and bring down an otherwise light and airy cake.

Straining prevents stray items from getting into your baked good.A Note on Oven

TemperaturesIt’s said that every time you open the oven, you lose 25°F. A longer preheat

period allows the walls of your oven to truly heat through, which means that your temperature

will bounce back a lot quicker. How do you know you have the correct level of heat kicking in

your hot box? Well, certainly, you have an oven thermometer, don’t you? You don’t? For around

$5 a pop, why the heck not? No single gadget will save you more time, money, and heartache

when it comes to pastry endeavors of all types.I always use light-colored baking trays. If yours

are dark (most nonstick ones are) lower your oven temperature by 25°F.Lastly, learn to trust

yourself. If you are sure that four hours is enough time to cool something, then go for it. Once

you are comfortable with the processes and know the hows and whys behind the science of

baking, you’ll be unstoppable.Some recipes call for reduced aquafaba. This is AF that has

been simmered down by anywhere from !S to ½ cup. Other recipes don’t require it. I have found

that making my own aquafaba and then reducing it gives me the strongest, most reliable AF

possible. Regardless of the recipe, I like to use reduced, cold aquafaba, which most realistically

mimics egg whites. Try to use unreduced AF in a recipe that needs something strong and you’ll

most likely have a flop. Use reduced AF in a recipe that doesn’t need it and you’ll suffer no ills

at all. This is why I just like to go ahead and make a bulk batch, reduce it, and then freeze it in

1 tablespoon ice cube trays for quick use.The Internet is a great resource if you seem to be

struggling despite following all of the steps. This wonderful bean water is a very recent

discovery and new uses are continuously being discovered. There is a wildly popular Facebook

Group called “Vegan Meringues: Hits and Misses!” where you can post a question on a recipe

you have and receive feedback, sometimes instantly.Slow Cooker AquafabaUsing a slow

cooker is the easiest way to make your own AF. Presoak the beans for at least an hour if you

want to prevent them from splitting while they cook (optional, but recommended if you intend to

use the beans whole in other recipes). While the overnight refrigeration cool is not necessary, I

find it helps out greatly. You can halve this recipe, but I find a halved recipe works better on the

stovetop than in the slow cooker.12 cups waterpinch kosher salt4 cups (2 pounds) dried

chickpeas, rinsed well1. If you have the time, soak the chickpeas in warm (not hot) water for at

least an hour.2. Place the water and salt together in a pot with a lid. Cover and bring to a boil.3.

Place the chickpeas into your slow cooker. Carefully pour the boiling water over the chickpeas.

Cook on low for 8 to 10 hours.4. Remove the slow cooker insert and allow the beans and liquid

to cool together in the slow cooker insert until it reaches room temperature. Drain the aquafaba

from the chickpeas and store both in the fridge. (You can use the chickpeas immediately if so

desired.) Allow the aquafaba to rest in the refrigerator overnight.Note: Remember the aquafaba

is always thinner when it is hot! Use only cool or room-temperature AF. Excess aquafaba can



be frozen in ice cube trays for future use.YIELD: 6 cups aquafaba, plus 14 cups cooked

chickpeas �PREP TIME: 10 minutes, plus at least one hour to soak (optional) �COOK TIME: 8 to

10 hours, plus overnight coolingStovetop AquafabaHomemade aquafaba is as easy as can be,

and it’s significantly cheaper than using canned juice. It does, however, require at least one

night (or a very full day) to soak the dried chickpeas, which is entirely inactive time but still

must be accounted for. This recipe can easily be doubled.2 cups (1 pound) dried chickpeas,

rinsed well5 cups waterpinch kosher salt1. Place the rinsed chickpeas into a large container

fitted with a lid. Cover the chickpeas with the water and seal the container. Allow the chickpeas

to soak for 12 hours. Save the soaking water!2. Move the chickpeas and soaking water into a

small pot. Add the salt and more water if there is not enough to cover the beans. Turn the heat

up to medium high and bring the contents of the pot to a boil. Reduce the heat until the peas

and water are at a simmer, and allow to cook until the chickpeas are tender, anywhere

between 45 minutes to an hour, depending on your chickpeas. If at any point during this

process the water level gets too low and does not cover the beans, add just enough water until

they are covered.3. Drain the cooking liquid into a heat-proof vessel, like a jar. Allow the

mixture to cool in the fridge. At this point it should be thicker and nice and viscous, exactly as it

looks when it comes out of a can. If it is still water-thin, place the aquafaba back into a small

pot and simmer to reduce by 10 to 20 percent more, or until the liquid has thickened. It will

thicken up as it cools.Note: Remember the aquafaba is always thinner when it is hot! Use only

cool or room-temperature AF. Excess aquafaba can be frozen in ice cube trays for future

use.YIELD: approximately 3 cups aquafaba, plus 7 cups cooked chickpeas �PREP TIME: 10

minutes, plus 12 hour soak time �COOK TIME: 1 hour, plus overnight

coolingBREAKFASTBreakfast is the meal of the day with the most options going for it. Do you

want to start your day with something sweet? Something salty? Light? Heavy? It’s the most

important meal of the day and no one will look at you twice if you make that meal cake—so

long as those are pancakes, that is. And let’s not forget waffles and muffins, both essentially

desserts. But before you get overloaded with thoughts of starting every day on a sugar high,

contained in this chapter are also recipes for carrot lox, bacon, quiche, and many more savory

breakfast goodies. Thank goodness for breakfast!Crunchy Granola ClustersGranola has long

been associated with health food, despite the fact that it is often full of oil and sugar, or both!

This recipe uses aquafaba and bananas to cut down on the oil and the sugar and create a

naturally lighter option. Pressing down on the granola before baking helps it to stay clumped

together in delectable clusters.2 very ripe bananas2 tablespoons aquafaba¼ cup peanut

butter¼ cup maple syrup2 tablespoons refined coconut oil, melted2 teaspoons ground

cinnamonpinch ground cloves½ teaspoon kosher salt3 cups old-fashioned rolled oats (not

instant)1½ cups chopped walnuts1. Preheat your oven to 350°F. Line a baking tray with either a

silicone baking sheet or parchment paper. If using parchment, brush it lightly with coconut oil.2.

In a large bowl, mash the bananas with the aquafaba, peanut butter, and maple syrup. Once

this is mixed, stir in the melted coconut oil.3. Mix the remaining ingredients into the banana

mixture, stirring until well combined.4. Spread this mixture as evenly as possible onto the

baking tray. Using a large, flat spatula, press down firmly on all of the unbaked granola. It

should start to stick together.5. Bake for 35 to 40 minutes, stirring every 10 minutes and

rotating the tray if needed, until the granola has gotten all toasty brown. Cool before serving or

storing.YIELD: 5 cups �PREP TIME: 5 to 10 minutes �COOK TIME: 35 to 40

minutesWafflesWaffles, what more can I say about them? This is a classic French recipe that

makes a much lighter waffle than anything you’d find in your grocer’s freezer. Serve warm with

Aquafaba and maple syrup and/or with fruit.1 tablespoon white vinegar2½ cups almond milk3



cups all-purpose flour![ teaspoon kosher salt!T cup aquafabapinch cream of tartar or 4 drops

lemon juice3 tablespoons sugar1 teaspoon vanilla extract¼ cup coconut oil, melted1. In a small

bowl, stir the vinegar into the almond milk and set aside for at least 5 minutes. This makes it

much more like buttermilk.2. In a separate bowl, mix the flour with the salt.3. Using a stand

mixer, combine your aquafaba and cream of tartar or lemon juice, and whip on medium speed

for about 5 minutes. You want to beat the aquafaba to soft peaks, which means that when you

remove the whisk, the tip of the peak will collapse/fold over.4. With the mixer still on medium,

slowly sprinkle in the sugar. Continue to beat until the meringues are thick, shiny, and stiff

peaked. Mix in the vanilla and the melted coconut oil until fully combined.5. Stir together the

almond milk mixture with the flour mixture. Fold the meringue into the milk and flour batter until

mixed together.6. Preheat your waffle iron until it is hot and ready.7. Once the pan is hot, spray

with nonstick spray and ladle a ¼- to ½-cup scoop of batter, depending on the size of your

waffle iron.8. Cook according to your waffle iron instructions.YIELD: 8 to 12 waffles, depending

on size of waffle maker �PREP TIME: 20 minutes �COOK TIME: 15 minutesChocolate “Malted”

WaffleThis recipe is for when you want to start your day off sweet, but not cloyingly so. The

maca root powder recreates that nutty toasted flavor of malted milk powder, while also giving

you a bit of a super food boost. This is a breakfast that seems worse for you than it is. Serve

warm with Aquafaba and maple syrup and/or fruit.1 tablespoon white vinegar2½ cups almond

milk2 cups all-purpose flour½ cup maca root powder½ cup cocoa powder![ teaspoon kosher salt!T

cup aquafabapinch cream of tartar or 4 drops lemon juice¼ cup sugar½ teaspoon vanilla

extract¼ cup coconut oil, melted1. In a small bowl, stir the vinegar into the almond milk and set

aside for at least 5 minutes. This makes it much more like buttermilk.2. In a separate bowl, mix

the flour with the maca root powder, cocoa powder, and salt.3. Using a stand mixer, combine

your aquafaba and cream of tartar or lemon juice, and whip on medium speed for about 5

minutes. You want to beat the aquafaba to soft peaks, which means that when you remove the

whisk, the tip of the peak will collapse/fold over.4. With the mixer still on medium, slowly

sprinkle in the sugar. Continue to beat until the meringues are thick, shiny, and stiff peaked. Mix

in the vanilla and the melted coconut oil until fully combined.5. Stir together the almond milk

mixture with the flour mixture. Fold the meringue into the milk and flour batter until mixed

together.6. Preheat your waffle iron until it is hot and ready.7. Once the pan is hot, ladle a ¼- to

½-cup scoop of batter, depending on the size of your waffle iron.8. Cook according to your

waffle iron instructions.YIELD: 8 to 12 waffles, depending on size of waffle maker �PREP TIME:

20 minutes �COOK TIME: 15 minutesBirthday Cake WafflesOn my birthday every year, my

parents would wake me up with the Beatles’ song “Birthday” and a piece of cake. Now that I’m

living on my own, I like to make these confetti pancakes for special occasions (not just

birthdays) and any other day that needs some little pops of color. Using imitation vanilla extract

gives you that nostalgic flavor, but you can use regular vanilla if you’d prefer. Serve warm with

whipped coconut cream or meringue on top.1½ cups all-purpose flour1 cup sugar1½

teaspoons baking powder½ teaspoon baking soda¼ teaspoon kosher salt!S cup aquafaba1½

cups almond milk1 teaspoon imitation vanilla extract!S cup Homemade Sprinkles (page 63)1. In

a medium bowl, stir the flour with the sugar, baking powder, baking soda, and salt.2. In another

bowl, mix the aquafaba, oatmilk, and vanilla until combined.3. Stir the liquid mix into the dry

mix until just combined. Stir in the sprinkles.4. Preheat your waffle iron until it is hot and

ready.5. Once the pan is hot, ladle a ¼- to ½-cup scoop of batter, depending on the size of

your waffle iron.6. Cook according to your waffle iron instructions.YIELD: 8 to 12 waffles,

depending on size of waffle maker �PREP TIME: 10 minutes �COOK TIME: 15

minutesPancakesAquafaba really elevates the breakfast table, which should come as no



surprise as it’s capable of tackling most of the jobs that, for so long, only eggs were able to do.

These fluffy and flavorful blueberry pancakes come together quickly once everything is

measured out. Feel free to substitute any other berry or chopped fruit in place of the

blueberries. Raspberries with a teaspoon of lemon zest are one of my favorite variations, and

fresh or dried cranberries with orange zest is a lovely fall-ready treat. If you absolutely have to

have your pancakes perfect looking, leave the blueberries out of the batter until you pour the

batter into the skillet. Then you can drop the berries into the pancakes in exactly the spots you

want them to be, so every bite will be perfect.!S cup aquafabapinch cream of tartar or 4 drops

lemon juice1 cup almond milk2 teaspoons distilled white vinegar¼ cup sugar1 teaspoon vanilla

extract3 tablespoons vegetable oil, plus more for cooking1½ cups all-purpose flour½ teaspoon

baking soda½ teaspoon baking powder½ cup blueberriesAquafaba Butter (page 139) and

maple syrup, to serve1. Using a stand mixer, combine your aquafaba and cream of tartar or

lemon juice, and whip on medium speed for about 5 minutes. You want to beat the aquafaba to

soft peaks, which means that when you remove the whisk, the tip of the peak will collapse/fold

over.2. While the aquafaba whips up, combine the almond milk and vinegar in a separate bowl

and set aside, allowing it to sour.3. With the mixer still on medium, slowly sprinkle in the sugar.

Continue to beat until the meringues are thick, shiny, and stiff peaked. Mix in the vanilla.4.

Whisk the vegetable oil into the soured milk. Set aside.5. In a large bowl, mix together the flour,

baking soda, and baking powder.6. Pour the milk mixture into the flour mix and stir until almost

combined. Gently stir in the blueberries.7. Set your stove to medium heat and warm up a large

pan or skillet. Let the pan get nice and hot while you gently fold the pancake batter into the

aquafaba in three batches, taking care to deflate the mix as little as possible.8. Once

everything is just combined and the pan is hot, drop a spoonful of vegetable oil into the pan

followed by even, ¼-cup scoops of batter.9. Allow the pancakes to cook until their edges are

set and bubbles start to pop through to the top, 2 to 3 minutes. Flip once and cook until golden

brown on both sides.10. Serve topped with Aquafaba Butter and syrup.YIELD: 12 (5-inch)

pancakes �PREP TIME: 10 minutes �COOK TIME: 15 minutesDouble-Chocolate PancakesThis is

the breakfast for choc-o-holics: cocoa pancakes studded with chocolate chips and topped with

chocolate sauce. Pain au Chocolat has nothing on this level of chocolate. If you like your

chocolate sweet, then use (vegan) milk chocolate chips and sauce. If you use dark chocolate,

these pancakes will be richer and deeper than with the milk chocolate variety. If you’re making

these pancakes for children, you may want to do a mixture of the sweeter milk chocolate chips

with a darker fudge sauce.!S cup aquafabapinch cream of tartar or drop of lemon juice1 cup

almond milk2 teaspoons distilled white vinegar¼ cup sugar1 teaspoon vanilla extract2

tablespoons vegetable oil, plus more for cooking1¼ cups all-purpose flour¼ cup cocoa

powder½ teaspoon baking soda½ teaspoon baking powder!S cup chocolate chipsvegan

chocolate sauce, to serve1. Using a stand mixer, combine your aquafaba and cream of tartar

or lemon juice, and whip on medium speed for about 5 minutes. You want to beat the aquafaba

to soft peaks, which means that when you remove the whisk, the tip of the peak will collapse/

fold over.2. While the aquafaba whips up, combine the almond milk and vinegar in a separate

bowl and set aside, allowing it to sour for at least 5 minutes.3. With the mixer still on medium,

slowly sprinkle in the sugar. Continue to beat until the meringues are thick, shiny, and stiff

peaked. Mix in the vanilla.4. Whisk the vegetable oil into the soured milk. Set aside.5. In a large

bowl, mix together the flour, cocoa powder, baking soda, and baking powder.6. Pour the milk

mixture into the flour mix and stir until almost combined. Gently stir in the chocolate chips.7.

Set your stove to medium heat and warm up a large pan or skillet. Let the pan get nice and hot

while you gently fold the pancake batter into the aquafaba in three batches, taking care to



deflate the mix as little as possible.8. Once everything is just combined and the pan is hot, drop

a spoonful of vegetable oil into the pan, followed by even, ¼-cup scoops of batter.9. Allow the

pancakes to cook until their edges are set and bubbles start to pop through to the top, 2 to 3

minutes. Flip once and cook until golden brown on both sides.
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The Homemade Vegan Pantry: The Art of Making Your Own Staples [A Cookbook], Crafting

Seitan: Creating Homemade Plant-Based Meats, The Joy of Vegan Baking, Revised and

Updated Edition: More than 150 Traditional Treats and Sinful Sweets, AQUAFABA: EGG FREE

REVOLUTION: Discover The Magic Of Bean Water & How To Use It To Make Vegan, Egg Free

Recipes, Pure Artistry: Extraordinary Vegan and Gluten-Free Cakes, Fuss-Free Vegan: 101

Everyday Comfort Food Favorites, Veganized: A Cookbook, The Perfect Cake: Your Ultimate

Guide to Classic, Modern, and Whimsical Cakes (Perfect Baking Cookbooks), Gluten-Free

Vegan Baking for Every Occasion: 75 Classics and New Creations to Celebrate, The

Contemporary Buttercream Bible: The Complete Practical Guide to Cake Decorating with

Buttercream Icing, Food52 Vegan: 60 Vegetable-Driven Recipes for Any Kitchen [A Cookbook]

(Food52 Works), Vegan Cheese: Become a 5-Star Cheese Maker.. Yes Vegan Cheese. New to

Plant Based Cheeses, Delicious Non Dairy Cheese That Melts, with Hard, Soft, Cultured and

Nut Free Cheeses. Bonus Cheese Journal, The Vintage Baker: More Than 50 Recipes from

Butterscotch Pecan Curls to Sour Cream Jumbles, BOSH!: Simple Recipes * Amazing Food *

All Plants (BOSH Series), BabyCakes: Vegan, (Mostly) Gluten-Free, and (Mostly) Sugar-Free

Recipes from New York's Most Talked-About Bakery: A Baking Book

Ann, “This is a great vegan book with fabulous recipes. I was not familiar with Aquafaba at all.

This is a great vegan book with fabulous recipes, especially if you are new to using and making

Aquafaba. As with anything new there is a trial period of finding what works for you. That is

emphasized in this book several times. There are so many recipes. Recipes are divided into

Breakfast, Cake, Candies, Mousses, pies and plated desserts, Cookies, Macarons, Ice cream,

Holiday specials, Savory treats, and Spreads and dips. Once the Aquafaba is made, the other

ingredients needed are probably already in your panty. Recipes are easy to follow. Yields, prep

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/XWalB/Baking-Magic-with-Aquafaba-Transform-Your-Favorite-Vegan-Treats-with-the-Revolutionary-New-Egg-Substitute


time and cook time are included in each recipe. The only information that I would like to know

from this book is, what time frame is the Aquafaba good for?”

Deborah Silvera, “FINALLY!!!. Our son has severe dairy allergies and just to keep things

interesting, eggs (or ANYTHING with eggs in it - cake, noodles, etc.) makes him throw up.

Trying to find recipes for things he loves that uses eggs in them - cakes, etc., is easy. Finding

recipes that are actually tasty, doesn't use apple sauce, bananas, tofu - not so much. This

book is WONDERFUL. Practical recipes for all kinds of tasty goodies, etc., that actually taste

good and who knew that liquid we've all tossed down the drain could actually be a great

substitute for eggs of all things.Thank you Kelsey Kinser for a great cookbook.”

Danie, “They truly do transform your favorite vegan treats with aquafaba. The recipes in this

book are absolutely amazin. They truly do transform your favorite vegan treats with aquafaba. I

wish the pages where smooth and filled with imagery, it's what woulid have given this recipe

book a 5 star, alas, it didn't so 4 star it is. That being said, I truly enjoyed a new experience

cooking with aquafaba so that we can expand our horizon for delicious sweets and treats. I

never thought i'd be able to enjoy challah again but man, this book really helped whip it up and

the recipes totally deliver! I highly recommend picking up this book for anyone who is missing

their treats. It's so easy to say well, I am a vegan but I'll use eggs, just this once. This book

allows you to not have to say that or feel guilty about using eggs - because you don't have to!

This book is full of delicious and tasty recipes. I loved the ease of directions and instructions -

every thing we've trie dmaking so far has turned out delicious!! On the plus side, there may be

no photos but, it's less to compare too. :) Highyl recommend this book”

Zo Dot, “this cookbook gives recipes for all the of the dessert classics like macaroons (which I

did not know could be made .... I was not familiar with Aquafaba before purchasing this book,

but being a vegetarian and enjoying vegan cooking I am always looking for more ways to make

baked goods accessible to my vegan friends. First, it's pleasing to the eye, which is a motivator

when one thinks about vegan cooking. Second, this cookbook gives recipes for all the of the

dessert classics like macaroons (which I did not know could be made vegan until now.) What is

most important, to me, is the holiday sections because I am always looking for ways to make

my vegan baking palatable for family holiday gatherings.”

Whammy, “Secret of the decade!. I heard about Aquafaba on a podcast. I love chickpeas and

love that I can also use the water it’s cooked in. The tips are spectacular too. Great baking tips

through and through.”

Jasmine, “mmmm soo many good recipes.. mmmm soo many good recipes...I made my own

aquafaba in a crock pot, which was super cool! My favorite recipe is the crepes!”

emily maurice, “bought as a gift to a new Vegan baker of cakes. Loved the premise and the

variety of recipes. My friend is an avid cake maker and this will give her the perfect opportunity

to develop her skills with vegan bakes”

Marcello Maricosu, “All plant based all good. Great book great new recipes. Just tried few and

all came out very good 5 stars *****”

The book by Kelsey Kinser has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 46 people have provided feedback.
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